President’s Council
April 2008, New Delhi
The University of Tokyo
Agenda

• Opening Remarks
1. Todai Developments
2. India, Todai and Coming Decades
3. Going Forward
• Summary
• Closing Remarks
Todai Developments

• Last Meeting
  – Toward Global Academic Leadership
  – Faculty and Student Sessions
• Action Plan
• Executive Management Program
Last Meeting
Toward Global Academic Leadership

1. Major Research Projects
2. Peer Review and Citation
3. Assessment of Leadership and Strengths
4. Positioning Todai
5. Steps toward Leadership
Last Meeting
Faculty and Student Sessions

1. The Challenges and Opportunities of Sustainability
2. Internationalization of Higher Education and the Challenges for the University of Tokyo
3. In Search of a Philosophy of Co-existence: An Asian Perspective
4. Enhancing the Role of Women in Science and Technology
Last Meeting

Faculty and Student Sessions

• Sustainability as paradigm -- globalization
• Integration, not reductionism, to drive 21st century science and technology
• Professionalism as possible common ground for global relationships
• Global university competition for limited resources
• Pressure on universities – mass education, knowledge economy, globalization and funding
• University to prepare students and county for the world of international exchange
Todai Developments

1. Action Plan Progress
   – Aid for Doctoral Students
   – Interdisciplinary Initiatives
   – Fundraising

2. 2008 Update

3. New University Model
Executive Management Program

1. Executive Program ⏪ October 2008
   – Advanced Knowledge in Science and Humanities, and Implications
   – Agenda Setting and Solution Delivery
   – Globally Applicable Managerial Skills

2. Graduate Course ⏪ April 2009
India, Todai and Coming Decades

1. India Developments
   - Presentation by Indian Members
   - Academic Co-operation
   - Industrial and Societal Application

2. Rising Economies and Changing Global Balance

3. University Summit
   - Network and Innovation
   - Sustainable Leadership
Remarks by Indian Members

• Mr. Narayana N. R. Murthy

• Mr. Sunil Kant Munjal
Academic Co-operation

• Agreement with IITs
• Support for New IITs
• Support for New IIIT
• Student Exchange
  – Scholarship
• …
Remarks by Indian Members

• Mr. Narayana N. R. Murthy

• Mr. Sunil Kant Munjal
Industrial and Societal Application

• How Todai Can Co-operate with Indian Industries
• Infrastructure Building
• Affordable Technologies
• Societal Development and Management
• ...
Rising Economies and Changing Global Balance

• What Todai Should Do with Other Rising Economies and Universities
• Asia
• Russia, Middle East, South America and Africa
University Summit

• Network and Innovation
  – Issues
    • Low-carbon, resource circulating and nature-harmonious societies
  – New Scientific Knowledge
    • Comprehensive and integrated approach
  – Network of Networks
    • Knowledge innovation for social reform
    • Education for sustainability

• Sustainable Leadership
Going Forward

• November 20-21, 2008, Tokyo

• November 19-20, 2009, Tokyo
November Tokyo Programs

• Council Meeting

• Member and President Panel
Thank you